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Federal Product Certifications

508 Compliance

CAC Card (Common Access Card)

DITSCAP (Department of Defense Information Technology Security Certification 
and Accreditation Process)

ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) compliant

CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integrated) compliant

NMCI pending 

AKO net worthiness

Cleared services personnel
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Multiple federal contract vehicles
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Who We Are 

Serena Software is leading a revolution in application development. We are a privately owned company 
with 29 offices in 14 countries and almost 1,000 employees. Founded over 25 years ago, Serena has 
over 15,000 customers including 96 of the Fortune 100. Our total revenue in 2007 was US$270M. 
Approximately 10% of Serena’s overall business comes from US Federal Government. Today, there are 
over 300 federal agencies/system integrators using Serena products.

Wh t W DWhat We Do 

Above all, we’re in the business of making our customers successful in application development. More 
specifically, at Serena we’re trying to do two things – and both are very focused on the world of 
application development. 

First, it’s our observation that over the last decade the data center systems and processes have made 
great progress being consolidated standardized and automated but the application developmentgreat progress being consolidated, standardized and automated…but the application development 
systems and processes have not advanced nearly as much. Even more importantly, and adding to the 
complexity of the problem, application development is increasingly global and distributed in nature. As a 
result, productivity is not what it should be and there is increasing frustration with IT – the application 
backlog is bigger than ever. Serena can make the software development systems and processes more 
reliable and more efficient on a global basis. We do this in three ways: 

We manage all of the artifacts in the development process – requirements documents design
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We manage all of the artifacts in the development process – requirements documents, design 
documents, code, test scripts, build scripts. All of it. And we provide full traceability between those 
artifacts so, for example, management can see if the code and test scripts have been written to meet 
every requirement. All artifacts can be accessed quickly regardless of location – US or India due to our 
unique management of a central repository. And we span mainframe and distributed systems – no artifact 
is ever left behind. 

We provide a process tool to automate all the human and system workflows, starting with everyday tasks
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All of our government customers.  List of Federal Agencies and Customers is 
available as an embedded Excel spreadsheet via the icon in the lower right corner.
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Organizations operate a lot like assembly lines: work is passed from person-to-
person, from team-to-team.  This is done in the form of e-mailed, spreadsheets, 
documents, PowerPoints; wiki and blog postings; hallway conversations; shared 
reports from legacy applications; web conferences and the like.  There are myriad 
activities we do every day that can benefit from coordination and automation .  
However, software is the best way to bring together people, the processes in which 
they participate, and the data they share.  The problem with that is that as the 
business has ideas for increasing productivity and coordinating activities IT isbusiness has ideas for increasing productivity and coordinating activities, IT is 
strapped by flat budgets, growing demand and the reality that about 75% of their 
money goes to maintaining existing systems.  Not much wiggle room.  The result: 
an ever-growing application backlog.   
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Although the applications in the backlog are all very different (again, think HR 
recruiting and on-boarding processes, think sales proposal generation, legal 
document review and approval), there is one thing common across all of these 
application requests: they drive productivity by coordinating people, process and 
data.  This means no long e-mail chains, no application jumping to double enter 
data and no being blindsided by critical tasks that fell through the cracks. 
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Nearly every U S Government Agency has some interaction with the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) OPM will manage that communication collaboration and enforce their standard processesNearly every U.S. Government Agency has some interaction with the Office of Personnel Management (OPM).  OPM will manage that communication, collaboration and enforce their standard processes 
such as legal reviews, purchase requests and on-boarding with Serena Business Mashups.  

OVERVIEW

Serena Business Mashups is well entrenched and continues to expand in this large U.S. government agency, which touches many other agencies. Many U.S. Government agencies use Serena’s 
Business Mashups to connect with the Office of Personnel Management (OPM).  For example, all Federal Government retirement checks are processed through the OPM system which utilizes SBM for 
retirement personnel workflows.  Serena Business Mashups has become so entrenched and well received that when new license are needed, the OPM simply makes a business case and they are 
awarded the seats they require.  In early 2008, OPM expanded the use to  various projects throughout OPM, such as change request workflows, purchase request, legal review and on-boarding  to name 
a few.

PROBLEM

OPM needed a tool that would connect the agency throughout the nation allowing people to collaborate in a myriad of ways. 

They needed something easy to use and very scalable. 

They already had a small TeamTrack installation for defect tracking, so we leveraged that to get Serena Business Mashups into mix for these new business needs.

APPROACH

Over the course of months of courtesy calls we showed them that Serena Business Mashups (TT) will do much more then issue and defect tracking. We landed and expanded by painting the vision of 
what could be with Serena Business Mashups.

July 2007 - Technical Discovery - Scott worked with them to review the basics of TeamTrack including: 

•Performance, reliability, Interoperability, scalability, security, training, documentation, communication, service and support, legal, compliance/audit, reporting 

December 2007 -We then entered the arduous OPM/Federal buying process which included navigating two high profile executive meetings due to the 7 digit price tag. We supplied custom graphs and 
PowerPoints to arm our champions with the ammunition to exit the meetings with executive approvals.    
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So you can see that the application development lifecycle includes processes that 
are complex because application development is inherently: (1) heterogeneous, (2) 
global, and (3) collaborative.  And for that reason, what you find in IT is that a lot of 
processes are labor-intensive and non-standard.  

The result? There’s a lot of spreadsheets floating around a lot of Word documentsThe result? There s a lot of spreadsheets floating around, a lot of Word documents, 
a lot of Microsoft Access databases, and a lot of Microsoft Project files.  Because 
these processes are labor-intensive and somewhat haphazard, what ends up 
happening is requirements get dropped and quality suffers and things don’t appear 
on time – there are lots and lots of issues.  It’s also almost impossible for senior 
management to gain visibility to find out exactly what’s going on because the 
information is held in a lot of small, fragmented repositories in Word, Excel, Project, 
proprietary databases, and email. 
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How do we do that?  Let me explain with this picture.  First, if you look over to the 
left here, let’s assume this is the business.  A line of business could be a sales 
department, it could be a marketing department, it could be a manufacturing 
department.  And on the right here we’ve got our data center, which is run by the IT 
operations group.  And the goal is to take an idea from the business, and turn it into 
an application so that the business can either make more money or save money. A 
very, very simple concept. 

The first thing that folks engage in is application development.  And application 
development has a number of steps involved in it.  First you gather requirements. 
Second, you design the application.  Then maybe you’re going to do some coding.  
Then you’re going to test the application and then send it off into production.
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With Dimensions, we collect all of the information throughout the application 
development lifecycle and we put it into a centralized repository.  By doing that, 
you’ve got full traceability across the lifecycle.  Did the application meet the initial 
requirements?  Did you hit the quality metrics that you expected to?  Dimensions 
allows you to do all of that and it does it in a homogeneous way across a 
heterogeneous landscape. 

It’s cross-platform: Unix, Windows, Linux, mainframe.  It supports multiple 
methodologies – CMMI, Scrum – it doesn’t matter whether it’s waterfall or whether 
it’s agile.  And, as I said, it operates in an automated fashion through a single, 
centralized repository.

We have also architected Dimensions to scale globally.  It doesn’t matter whether 
your engineers are in China, India, eastern Europe, the United States, or western 
Europe.  We have the architecture to scale this globally so that multiple engineering 
teams can collaborate on one development project . . . at the same time. 
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The DHS/CBP Office of Information and Technology (OIT) has established 
Dimensions as the standard Configuration Management (CM) Tool. It is the 
enterprise-wide tool for managing change and changes to items. Dimensions is 
used to: version, change, baseline, build and release management of project code 
and documentation.

The Border Enforcement and Management Systems (BEMS) Program Office has 
responsibility for the deployment and maintenance of Dimensions. The Dimensions 
Project Team (DPT) within BEMS has successfully deployed the tool to a large 
portion of OIT and is prepared to continue this deployment to those organizations 
not yet using Dimensions.

OIT managers are already using Dimensions to manage requested changes to OIT 
assets. Various change requests have been implemented to support OIT business 
needs. When a change has been authorized, a developer is delegated a request 
within Dimensions to make the authorized change. The changed item is then 
related to the change request, reviewed and approved.related to the change request, reviewed and approved. 

Legacy OIT mainframe assets have been managed by the use of one of two tools: 
CA-Endevor or CA-Librarian with the LIBCTL user interface. CA-Endevor was 
piloted and implemented on a limited basis in 1991. CA-Endevor provided change, 

i d b ild t CA Lib i d LIBCTL id i
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Customers tell us that their IT departments often have four times as many requests 
as they have available capacity to deliver on requests.  And IT departments really 
struggle with communicating what they do up to senior management within the 
company and also up to the board.  Serena solves those problems with a product 
called Serena Mariner.  What we do, that is unique, is to provide you with real-time 
visibility into your application development activity with current status on all of your 
development projects. We do this through our ability to mine the application 
development data collected by Dimensions and surfacing it into Marinerdevelopment data collected by Dimensions and surfacing it into Mariner.
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Mariner allows IT to manage the entire portfolio of applications.  It ensures that IT 
has the right balance between innovative applications and infrastructure-oriented 
applications.  It makes sure that projects have the right balance of skills, that they’re 
delivered on time, and that you know the impact of any changes that may be made.  
So, fundamentally, it enables IT to find out and communicate what’s going on.
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And so to help manage these change-oriented processes inside the organization we 
have a product called Serena TeamTrack.  Now TeamTrack can automate any IT 
process.  It is a fairly generic, collaborative tool.  But we’ve chosen to focus 
TeamTrack on automating the processes in application development first.  So out of 
the box we provide a workflow to do incident tracking.  We provide workflows to 
track bugs from production to defect tracking.  So we’re very, very focused on the 
processes within application development, which we deliver right out of the box.  But 
TeamTrack can be configured to automate any collaborative process inside ITTeamTrack can be configured to automate any collaborative process inside IT. 
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